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Since 1980, Everlasting Fence Company has been 
providing customers with the best products in the 
industry and a level of service matched by none. 
Through intense product research and annual 
training, our salesman and installation teams can help 
you accomplish your fencing and overall outdoor 
design goals.  As Robert Frost said, good fences make 
good neighbors and that is exactly what our privacy 
fences do. With options ranging from Spruce stockade 
to basic cedar solid fences, or a semi-private 
shadowbox style, there is something to suit your 
needs. Stockade has a rounded front picket and 
comes manufactured from Canada, but it is a great 
way to get privacy at value pricing. We built our 
solidboard and shadowbox panels to your design, so 
attaining the privacy you desire, does not need to 
look like a wall. With a multitude of adornments 
available, these fences can be personalized to make 

1”x4” or 1” x 6” lumber, or Pressure Treated if preferred, 
mounted to Western Red Cedar 2” x 3” rails, 2” x 4” for 
Pressure Treated fences, these panels will last for 
years.

Wood: Western Red Cedar (WRC) or Pressure Treated (PT)

Spacing: Solidboard against board or Shadowbox

Pickets: 1” x 4” (actual 3/4” x 3 1/2”) or 
1” x 6” (actual 3/4” x 5 1/2”)

Rails: WRC 2” x 3” or PT 2” x 4”

Heights: 36”, 42”, 48”, 60”, 72” or 96”

Pool Code: 48” high and up (shadowbox requires a tighter 
space between boards)
54” high and up in standard spaced shadowbox

Posts: PT 4” x 4” (actual 3 1/2” x 3 1/2”) are standard, with 
options for 5” x 5” or 6” x 6”

*Above represents standard dimensions, but all fences can be 
customized.

Stockade: We use a Premium #1 Spruce Stockade, which 
consists of 1x3 pickets with rounded front on spruce 2” x 3” 
backing rails. These panels are pre-fabricated and cannot be 
modi�ed much.
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CHOOSE YOUR PANEL TOPS CHOOSE YOUR POST TOPS

EXTENDED RAIL

The pickets are between the posts and 
extended backers are screwed to the back of 
the post. Commonly used with topped posts.

STANDARD RAIL

The panels are screwed to the face of the 

BETWEEN THE POSTS

The panel is installed between the posts and 
fastened with screws. Commonly used with 

framed panels and capped or topped panels.

ON PIPE

The panels are installed on steel pipe set in 
concrete footers and fastened with wood 

adapters. Used when extra stability is needed.

Dog Ear Solidboard Dog Eared Shadowbox Scalloped Solid w/ FG Posts Inside View of Solidboard

Pool Code 1”x6” Shadowbox Capped Solid w/ Domed Gate Stockade Fence Custom Designed Shadowbox

Inside of Cap & Face Shadowbox with Taper Solidboard on French
Gothic Posts

Domed 1”x4” Solidboard
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As a member of the American Fence Association, we continue to pursue 
excellence and will endeavor to be recognized for our unique ability to 

combine quality of design and workmanship with the desires and aspirations 
of our customers.    

Everlasting Fence Company is your source for 
Privacy Fence Projects 
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Quality & Service a Family 
Tradition since 1980

www.everlastingfence.com
215-886-3539


